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Abstract. As we mark the 10th anniversary of the passage of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act of 2014
(WIOA), one of its marquee policies—pre-employment transition services (Pre-ETS)—remains a work in progress. WIOA
focused on achieving competitive integrated employment (CIE) for people with disabilities by establishing it as the primary
goal for services and by reallocating resources and emphasizing coordinated service delivery to bend the trajectories of
youth with disabilities toward CIE and minimize segregated and subminimum wage alternatives. However, along with the
promise of opportunity and innovation, WIOA has introduced challenges and complexity in implementing Pre-ETS and other
requirements. In this paper, we describe the promise of WIOA and Pre-ETS as well as many of these ongoing challenges related
to its implementation. Finally, we provide recommendations for how federal and state leaders can build on the innovation
occurring within Pre-ETS implementation to improve outcomes and achieve the promise WIOA set forth.
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1. Introduction

As we mark the 10th anniversary of the passage
of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
of 2014 (WIOA), one of its marquee policies—the
provision of pre-employment transition services
(Pre-ETS) to students with disabilities through the
vocational rehabilitation (VR) system—remains a
work in progress. In assessing the first decade-long
impact of Pre-ETS, it is important to consider a
disability employment support system that was his-
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torically largely fragmented and disjointed—made
up of 45 different federal programs overlapping
in outcome aims, services, and eligibility criteria
(Government Accountability Office [GAO], 2012).
Employment outcomes for youth with disabilities had
remained dismal and stagnant for several decades
with many youth with intellectual and developmental
disabilities continuing to transition from school into
sheltered workshops where they would earn submin-
imum wages (Wehman et al., 2018; Winsor et al.,
2021).

In this landscape, Congress consulted with lead-
ers in the field and set out to restore the promise of
the Rehabilitation Act to ensure the meaningful and
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widespread inclusion of people with disabilities in
the workforce. Policymakers envisioned a compre-
hensive offering of the services, skills, knowledge,
and experiences youth with disabilities needed to
be successful at work based on the research liter-
ature. This vision was reflected in the selection of
the five required Pre-ETS activities, as well as the
mandate to divert attention to a younger population
of youth with disabilities who are potentially eligi-
ble for VR services. WIOA dramatically restructured
how employment-related services to transition-aged
students with disabilities would be delivered and to
whom services would be targeted. Mandated collabo-
ration with schools and more intentional coordination
with other entities would require not only a broader
super-coalition of agencies but also a focus on coor-
dinated service delivery to students themselves. One
of the goals of this collaboration was to get services
delivered quickly and efficiently while seeking to
reduce procedural inefficiencies within the traditional
VR application and eligibility system. WIOA (2014)
represented a monumental reconceptualization of
how to deliver employment services to students with
disabilities—complete with funding and accountabil-
ity mandates (e.g., the 15% Pre-ETS set aside) to
ensure adequate resources for this scope of systems
change. These factors highlight some of the com-
plexities inherent in the promise and the challenge
presented by WIOA, particularly in implementing
Pre-ETS over the past decade. It is a set of policies that
is ambitious in aim and scope, rigorous in increasing
accountability, but less than explicit in guiding states
on how to accomplish its goals and mandates.

2. The promise

At its core, WIOA is focused singularly on achiev-
ing competitive integrated employment (CIE) for
people with disabilities. Its authors set about doing
this in two ways: (a) establishing CIE as the pri-
mary goal and aim of VR services and (b) reallocating
resources and emphasizing coordinated service deliv-
ery to bend the trajectories of youth with disabilities
toward CIE and minimize segregated and submini-
mum wage alternatives. Although the formulation of
Pre-ETS and its sometimes daunting 15% budget set
aside may overshadow it, the establishment of CIE
as the primary aim is an equally impactful directive
of WIOA due to the historically fractured nature of
vocational services and aims across state and fed-
eral systems (GAO, 2012). In conjunction with the

policy emphasis on coordination, the CIE directive
not only affects Pre-ETS and VR-based services but
also potentially has an ancillary effect of steering
other vocational services toward CIE. Additionally,
in responding to the need for earlier transition ser-
vices, WIOA mandates push VR to become a partner
in working with younger students, thus positioning
CIE as a transition goal for students still early enough
to shift planning to reach this goal. Coordinated ser-
vice delivery is pivotal to these efforts as Pre-ETS
providers must collaborate with school staff, students,
and families to ensure these services offer students
the skills, knowledge, and experiences to develop and
achieve their individualized career goals. These pol-
icy directives hold great promise for changing the
outcomes of youth with disabilities by promoting
innovation in the systems that support them. How-
ever, these systems must not only change at the
federal level but even more critically at state and
local levels. Although much attention has been paid
to WIOA’s mandates and the 15% required budget
set aside, WIOA also provides tremendous latitude to
states in interpreting these broad directives to fit them
to state and local contexts. This combination of hard
funding mandates and required Pre-ETS activities has
created a landscape ripe for innovation, and many
state VR agencies have responded by creating new
programming and expanding partnerships (Taylor et
al., 2022).

3. The challenge

However, along with the promise of opportunity
and innovation, WIOA has introduced challenges
and complexity in implementing Pre-ETS and other
requirements. In particular, state VR agencies have
had to (a) provide a new set of services (i.e., Pre-
ETS), (b) engage a new population broader than their
previous scope, and (c) clear a substantial financial
hurdle each fiscal year in allocating 15% of bud-
gets to these new endeavors. For VR agencies, this
expanded population of “potentially eligible” youth
is often younger than previous clients and has a wider
range of disabilities, which may strain staff clinical
expertise (Awsumb et al., 2020; Carter et al., 2021).
As the numbers of potential clients have expanded
due to these broader criteria of potentially eligible
youth, it has also stretched the capacity of staff to
provide services while also coordinating more pur-
posefully with a larger number of partners (Awsumb
et al., 2020; Carter et al., 2021). As a result of
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these and other factors, many state VR agencies
have struggled to consistently meet the 15% Pre-ETS
budget allotment from year to year (Rehabilitation
Services Administration, N.D.). In addition to these
challenges, Pre-ETS delivery itself represents a sig-
nificant departure from traditional areas of expertise
and experience in VR service delivery models. In
essence, WIOA requires that a system largely focused
on individualized case management, counseling, and
one-on-one service delivery to rapidly begin to incor-
porate short-term, group-based services focused on
a wider range of skills and experiences (e.g., self-
advocacy instruction, counseling on postsecondary
education and training opportunities).

As we consider these factors, research has shown
that states have varied widely in how they have pri-
oritized WIOA implementation in general (Taylor et
al., 2022), Pre-ETS delivery in particular (Whitten-
burg et al., 2024), and the degree to which they have
incorporated research-based practices in Pre-ETS
planning (Whittenburg et al., 2023). Additionally,
there is significant variation in who provides Pre-ETS
within states, with some states providing all ser-
vices through VR staff, others providing all services
through vendor-purchased service agreements, and
the majority through a combination of the two (Whit-
tenburg et al., 2024). To further the complexity, some
states are experimenting with VR-funded school-
based personnel (Awsumb & Carter, 2024). However,
little research or definitive evaluative efforts have
been dedicated to determining what works best and
how services should be delivered.

4. Leveraging innovations to improve
outcomes

The complexity of federal and state VR systems
requires a similarly complex response in how we eval-
uate the effectiveness of these systems to respond
to the promise and challenge of WIOA’s Pre-ETS
mandates. As a field, we need methods of evalu-
ating the still-evolving models of service delivery
that agencies and providers are testing, innovating,
expanding, and refining. This evaluation should not
only blindly sort effective from ineffective practices,
but also highlight innovative, nimble, and efficient
ways that states, regions, and local communities have
responded to the complex challenges of fitting imple-
mentation into their unique contexts. Relatedly, we
need new approaches to providing training and tech-
nical assistance that align with the specific innovative

approaches states and localities are using to provide
Pre-ETS. In these evaluative efforts, it is also impor-
tant to recognize that there are aspects of this system
that have yet to be fully implemented in terms of the
population being reached (e.g., low engagement of
students with 504 plans) and specific services offered
(e.g., limited delivery of work-based learning expe-
riences). Overall, we have yet to identify the key
features of this policy that make it work in practice
in a variety of unique contexts.

To these ends, more comprehensive Pre-ETS-
specific assessment and evaluation of Pre-ETS are
needed to first determine the efficacy and efficiency
of services and outcomes and then proliferate their
implementation nationally (Fleming et al., 2024; Pop-
pen et al., 2024). Alongside these evaluative efforts,
further efforts are needed to translate transition-based
research into practice in the planning and provision
of Pre-ETS (Rooney-Kron et al., 2024). Better under-
standing is needed of who is providing services and
what education and training they are receiving to pre-
pare them to provide effective services to students
with disabilities (Awsumb & Carter, 2024; Whit-
tenburg et al., 2024). Assessment of these practices
should include systems change efforts related to train-
ing and technical assistance provided to VR staff
and other Pre-ETS providers (Lau et al., 2024). Pro-
viding Pre-ETS in stages of learning that enhance
coordinated service delivery and reflect individual-
ized student interests can help ensure that students
benefit not only from introductory career explo-
ration activities but have an opportunity to engage
in work-based learning and enrollment in postsec-
ondary education—the types of activities shown by
extensive research to strongly promote CIE (Rowe
et al., 2024). There is a critical need to exam-
ine the differential experiences and outcomes of
youth from diverse groups to ensure equity of ser-
vice delivery and better align VR and Pre-ETS with
culturally-responsive and sustaining practices (Cas-
truita Rios et al., 2024). Finally, to chart a path
forward, policy implementation must incorporate
the sum of stakeholder perspectives and research-
validated approaches to achieving CIE (Wehman et
al., 2024).

WIOA and its Pre-ETS provisions mark a tremen-
dous push forward to improve CIE outcomes for
youth with disabilities through a massive reconcep-
tualization and expansion of how VR services are
provided to students with disabilities. WIOA’s man-
dates could change the trajectories of youth with
disabilities across the United States, however, there
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is still much work to be done to make the promise of
Pre-ETS a reality. Given specific challenges around
scaling up Pre-ETS, providing targeted professional
development, and identifying best practices across a
wide range of structures and contexts, considerable
sustained efforts will be needed to find a collec-
tive path to substantially increase in CIE for youth
with disabilities. The recently awarded Disability
Innovation Fund (DIF) grants could hold great poten-
tial in plotting this path, as they provide funding to
state, school, and VR partners to develop innovative
collaborative models to improve and expand access
to employment-related transition services, including
work-based learning experiences. Further promise
lies in refining models that states are using at var-
ious levels of implementation that could then be
disseminated widely to other states through tech-
nical assistance efforts. Most importantly though,
researchers and policymakers alike should be aware
that the path forward must take into account the spe-
cific strengths, needs, and experiences of the many
state, regional, and local VR and school providers
who have been tasked with the complexities of mak-
ing this promise real.
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